
Release Notes for Version 7.0.9284 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Coupons Fix Recent change made it so coupons that expire after 2029 do not show in the list 

of active coupons. 

 

SPOT Coupons Fix Fixed some scenarios where the "Allow Coupon With Discount/Promotion" 

setting set to "Coupon Overrides Discount (Prompt)" was ignored. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed a problem that could cause Encryption Key - Reset to hang. 
 

SPOT Credit Cards New Feature As a SPOT user, I would like a feature that returns a list of Clearent 

cards/tokens updated by the auto update service 

Added Clearent Token Updates report. This will check with Clearent for 

tokenized credit card on file entries that have been automatically updated 

during the given date range and give information about the customer and the 

cards that were updated.  

 

SPOT Customer View Change As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Customer Connect' button in customer 

view to be visible without user rights access 

Make CustomerConnect button visible on CustomerView even if current user 

doesn't have the "Launch Customer Connect As Customer" activity right, instead 

stop them when attempting to actually use the feature. This will decouple the 

"Send Password Reset Email" feature from this right, and make the feature 

visible to new users.  

 

SPOT Customer View Change Change CarWeb production endpoint as per modified specification 

CarWeb lookup updated to match new production endpoint. 

 

SPOT Customer View Fix SPOT was crashing if the user clicked on the "Prompt for original invoice #" 

checkbox in the Reminders tab of Customer View. 

 

SPOT Hotels Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to use more than one custom invoice template 

for a single hotel 

A custom invoice template can now be specified for each division of a hotel.  

Store > Hotel Settings > Hotels > [Hotel Name] > 

Divisions > [Division name] > Use Custom Invoice 

Template 

Store > Hotel Settings > Hotels > [Hotel Name] > 

Divisions > [Division name] > Invoice Template 

SPOT HSL Fix Fixed a possible run-time error when using Menu > View/Edit HSL 
 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed a problem where Order on Hold can fail to load, preventing either 

resuming the held order or detailing other orders. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed a problem where piece count prompt becomes incorrect after using the 

Split button while detailing the prior invoice. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed a problem where exiting detail with the Home button did not clear the 

initial piece count. 

 

SPOT Markin Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a Compass user converting to SPOT, I would like a "repeat" key in the 

markin screen that would duplicate the last marked-in item 

A "Repeat" button has been added to the "Touch Screen -Extended" markin 

screen that duplicates the last marked-in item 

Store Settings > Mark-in Settings > Show Repeat Item 

Button 



SPOT Other Fix Removed the reference to "Westgate-supplied Shrink script" from the dialog 

after finishing invoice purge. This is a very out of date message that is not 

necessary. 

 

SPOT Printing Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the "Production Promise Date" node to be 

available on the invoice template designer 

Invoice templates now have a ProductionPromisedDateTime data field available. 

 

SPOT Printing Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like alteration inclusive tax fields for the customer 

visit  

Added "AlterationInclusiveTaxTaxedAmount" and 

"AlterationInclusiveTaxElement" fields to Detail Visits. These can be used to 

provide a breakdown of base price versus tax when alterations are taxed 

inclusively (that is, when the alteration price is set to include tax). For these 

fields to work as expected the alteration table MUST NOT have the Taxable or 

Taxable At Secondary Rate settings enabled. 

 

SPOT Quick Fix Fix problem where setting "Quick Promise Date Priority" to "Always Quick" was 

ineffective. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fix CRM Entries by Type to display system generated entries that have no 

assigned user. 

 

SPOT Security Fix Renamed activity right "Use Credit Card Transactions View" to "Use Credit Card 

Transactions/Reconciliation" so that it matches the menu option. 

 

SPOT SMS New Feature As a SPOT user, I would like a Batch operation for SMS. 

Added "Batch SMS" as a batch operation in F2->Search. 

 

SPOT Timeclock Fix The timeclock "Disallow early return" feature was sometimes mistakenly 

denying a clockin after lunch if the timeclock rounding feature was also 

enabled.  

 

SPOT Uncategorized Fix Fixed alerts for some types of ToDo tasks. Also, the To Do button on the SPOT 

Home Page will now require PIN entry to be sure the displayed tasks are the 

correct ones. 

 

SPOT Utilities Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the "Email Inbox Sweep" scheduler task to 

mask the POP3 password field 

Set Email Inbox Sweep Parameters will now mask the POP3 password after it 

has been entered. 

 

SPOT Utilities Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the ADP timeclock export to include the store 

number 

Added Store Number to ADP Timeclock Export 

 

 


